Summer 2018 Internship Guide

Please complete and FAX back to (856) 256-5668 or EMAIL to dworkin@rowan.edu

Name of Company / Association / Organization ___The Congressional Leadership Fund___________

Internship Coordinator ___Stephen Bader___ Coordinator's Phone / Email __402-707-6706
SBader@TheCLF.org___

Location of Internship ___Mt. Laurel___ # of Summer 2018 Interns Accepted __Merit based, no limit__

Dates / Length of Summer Internship __Now through Election Day in Nov.__ Required Hours/Week __Depends 5-10__

Is there some type of salary or stipend? ___No Salary, but Gift Cards for good work__ If so, how much? ___$25 Each time__

What is the application process? (please include deadlines and other requirements. Feel free to attach additional pages)
___Send a resume or request for interview to my email__

____________________________________________________________________________________

Intern work areas: ___Clerical ___ Research ___ X ___ Errands ___ Organizing ___

Please explain the work that will be required of the intern: • Messaging Strategies • Voter Targeting Methods
• Grassroots Activism Training • Discussion of Political Issues • Participation in Media Stories

Will there be opportunities for the intern to observe:

   ___X___ Internal strategy sessions? ___X___ Legislative sessions? _____ Committee hearings? _____

Is the intern expected to work evenings and weekends? If so, please explain. ________________
______It is 100% up to them; one of the big sells of our Internship is the flexibility of hours and scheduling

Do you have any suggestions for the applicants? __________________________________________
______Attitude is everything! :) ____________________________

THIS ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT DEMONSTRATES ROWAN'S COMMITMENT
TO BEING ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE.